
Cirrus® Ceiling Lift

Because safety is at the forefront of everything you do, Tollos is 
proud to offer built-in, electric ceiling lifts.

Patient safety and patient experience are top priorities.  We get 
it.  Every patient deserves to be lifted/ repositioned in comfort, 
knowing they are well taken care of.

Moreover, your clinicians deserve a safe work place.  Help 
protect them from injury by installing lifts throughout your 
facility.  

Work smarter and offer peace of mind.



Cirrus Lift Features

• Choice in lifting capacity

• Smart Technology

• True six-point spreader bar

• Continuous charge

• Curtain Track Pass-Through solution

• Optional integrated scale

• Optional quick-release trolley

The Cirrus Ceiling Lift is designed 
specifically for high-traffic facilities.  
The lift is a powerhouse and features 
all-metal gear construction, ensuring 
quality & durability.

www.tollos.com

Cirrus Ceiling Lift

The Cirrus® Ceiling Lift is one of the industry’s smartest, most versatile ceiling lifts on the market.  
Manufactured in North America, this lift includes a long list of standard features specifically 
engineered to optimize patient comfort and safety, as well as reduce caregiver injury.

This lift offers a wide range of lifting/respositioning options, from turning to lifting to toiletting, the 
Cirrus does it all.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Safe Working Load:   750 lbs (340 kg)

Power Source:    2x 12V SLA 2.6 amp batteries

Height (excluding trolley):   4.5” (114 mm)

Width:   12.5” (318 mm)

Length:   12.5” (318 mm)

Lifting Strap Length:   8’ (2438 mm)

Charger:   120VAC/30.3VDC CSA/UL Approved

Lifting Motor:   24VDC

Charging:   Continuous charge

Emergency Stop:   Standard

Visual Battery Indicator:   Standard

Emergency Lowering:   Standard (Manual & Electric)

Anti-Free Wheel Safety System: Standard

Up Limit Switch:   Standard

Down Limit Switch:   Standard

Remote Hand Control:   Standard

External Scale:   Optional

The Cirrus ceiling lift features an innovative feature: 

Smart Technology, making it one of the most 

intelligent celing lifts available.

Our true six-point spreader bar helps ensure 

patient safety and can be used for effective, in-bed 

repositioning.

Use only Tollos-certified slings with the Cirrus 

ceiling lift.  Available in both reusable and single-

patient-use options, we have a complete line of 

slings and harnesses.


